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Environmental problem is an international problem that transcends national boundaries and develops into regional and global
environmental pollution and ecological problems. Facing the increasing environmental pollution, the international community
has successively formulated many relevant environmental pollution prevention laws, but the world situation is complicated after
all, environmental problems still emerge endlessly, and the protection of environmental rights has become the consensus of the
international community. Environmental right is an integral part of human rights, and protecting environmental right is the
concrete expression and proper meaning of protecting human rights. Using international criminal law to protect environmental
rights will play a positive role in global environmental protection. As with the development of computer technology, the research
of machine learning has gradually transferred to the �eld of social science, especially the judicial �eld.While sentencing is a crucial
part of environmental crime, this paper studies the sentencing of environmental rights cases from the perspective of international
criminal law and uses Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to determine the sentencing of environmental rights cases.�rough
the experiment on the Integrated Database (IDB) dataset, the results show that the introduction of CNN improves the e�ect of the
sentencing term prediction model and the �ne prediction model signi�cantly. �e CNN-based model scored 91.6542 in the
sentencing term prediction model and 90.8890 in the �ne prediction model.

1. Introduction

International criminal law is generated and developed in the
process of the international community �ghting against
international crimes, which is an important force in �ghting
international crime [1]. In recent years, there are two trends
deserving attention in the development of international
criminal law. On the one hand, the international community
has continuously expanded and developed new �elds of
international cooperation in controlling international crime
by concluding international criminal law conventions,
stipulating new measures for controlling international
crime, such as measures for controlling money laundering
crime and measures for controlling corporate crime. On the
other hand, these international criminal law conventions
have begun to focus on the coordination between the basic
principles of international law and speci�c rules,

emphasizing that all states parties should abide by the basic
principles of the Charter of the United Nations, such as “the
sovereign equality of States” when performing their obli-
gations under the conventions, and explicitly putting for-
ward the provisions of “the protection of human rights”
[2, 3]. Environmental right is an integral part of human
rights. �erefore, protecting environmental right is an im-
portant task of human rights protection. International
criminal law is the backbone of the �ght against interna-
tional crimes; it is generally believed that international
criminal law should do something in the protection of
environmental rights. Under the current international sit-
uation, it is the direction of environmental protection work
to make full and reasonable use of international criminal law
to protect environmental rights [4–6]. However, there are a
few discussions on the protection of environmental rights in
international criminal law.
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Environmental right is generally defined internationally
as the right to a good environment. However, this concept is
in the process of being developed and there is no exact
definition so far [7]. We believe that the environmental right
is the right of harmonious coexistence between people and
nature. Environmental problem is a social problem gener-
ated by modern capitalist mass production. Especially after
World War II, with the economic development of major
capitalist countries, environment and even environmental
rights became an important topic of government policy. In
Germany and the United States, environmental rights were
discussed in the 1960s [8]. Environmental right was first
defined by the Environmental Right Research Institute of
Osaka Law Association of Japan as a pioneer of international
environmental conference. It is believed that environmental
right is the right to enjoy a good environment and control it
[9]. In 1972, the United Nations held a conference on the
Human Environment in Japan, and adopted the first
principle of the Declaration on the Human Environment,
which stipulates that everyone has the basic right to enjoy
freedom, equality, and adequate living conditions in a good
environment, and has the responsibility to protect and
improve the environment for the present and future
generations.

With the proposal and development of the environ-
mental right theory, many countries and international or-
ganizations around the world have started relevant
legislative activities. In the process of legislative practice, an
inevitable problem is the division of environmental rights
[10, 11]. We divide environmental rights into the following
categories according to relevant environmental law theories:
(1) Environmental rights of natural persons. Some scholars
refer to a natural person’s right to a healthy and living
environment. (2) Environmental rights of legal persons and
other organizations. It includes the legal right of legal
persons and other organizations to utilize environmental
resources and the right to discharge pollutants legally in the
production process. (3) State environmental administrative
power. Some scholars call this the national environmental
right, which we do not think is appropriate because as the
embodiment of public power, the state is mainly responsible
for protecting natural resources and preventing air pollu-
tion, which is obviously a kind of power. We know that
rights can be waived and that power cannot be “freely
disposed of.” (4) Human environmental right. It refers to the
right of good ecological environment that human beings as a
whole should enjoy on the earth.

Although international environmental crime has not
been comprehensively stipulated by international criminal
law conventions, in view of the strong demand of the in-
ternational community to bring violations of international
environmental law into the international criminal system,
international environmental crime as a major type of in-
ternational crime is also a general trend, and how to its
sentencing has become the focus of research [12]. In recent
years, research progress on machine learning and deep
learning in the field of natural science is in full swing. With
the continuous development of computer technology, the
research on machine learning has been gradually transferred

to the field of social science, especially the judicial field. In
traditional judicial judgments, the determination of sen-
tencing often takes a lot of time and manpower, resulting in
certain pressure on case trial judgments [13–15]. *erefore,
the introduction of machine learning-assisted sentencing
can effectively relieve this pressure, but the application of
computer technology in the field of sentencing is not enough
at present.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

(i) We use convolutional neural networks (CNN) to
determine the sentencing term and fine of envi-
ronmental rights cases from the perspective of in-
ternational criminal law.

(ii) We analyze the protection of environmental rights
under international criminal law.

*e rest of this study is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related work. In Section 3, CNN-based sentencing
term and fine research of environmental rights cases under
international criminal law is presented. Experimental results
and analysis are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes
this paper.

2. Related Work

Machine learning is the most common application of Ar-
tificial Intelligence (AI), which is the ability of computer
systems to learn itself by analyzing large datasets and pattern
recognition. Machine learning can draw conclusions and
preprocess them based on probability, which is applicable to
some data. In the long run, the application of AI in legal
practice is unlimited, but currently it is commonly used in
contract review, legal research, and results prediction. In
[16], the author studied the relationship between AI tech-
nology and the rule of law, emphasizing that the rule of law
was a mechanism of human prosperity. In [17], the author
discussed the legal and rule-of-law assumptions and com-
pared them with the assumptions of computing systems to
illustrate the extent to which artificial legal intelligence
provided responsible innovation in legal decision-making.
In [18], the authors combined AI and deep learning algo-
rithm in teaching design to enable students to carry out
personalized learning tasks with pertinence, which was of
great significance to cultivate high-level legal professionals.
In [19], the author proposed to design and construct a data
mining-based intelligent information acquisition system for
cyber-economic crime using sensors and other technologies
to realize the convergence of cyber-economic crime intel-
ligence. In [20], the authors tried to establish a compre-
hensive scientific concept on the law of using AI in higher
education and discuss the possibility of imposing civil
sanctions on AI operations in the field of education.

Many strategies have been proposed for environmental
right and sentencing. In [21], the author proposed a new type
of norm integration and took human rights and environ-
mental norms as examples to discuss the problem of norm
integration. In [22], the author made a descriptive and
normative economic analysis of international environmental
rights. *e link between environmental rights,
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environmental protection, and the courts has become in-
creasingly prominent in recent years; in [23], the author
attempted to determine the role of courts in efforts to protect
the environment only on the basis of some case law. In [12],
the authors studied the transformation from uncertain
sentencing policy to decisive sentencing policy and the use of
sentencing guidelines. In [24], the authors studied the role of
sentencing guidance influence heuristics in shaping sen-
tencing decisions through three methods. In [25], based on
the data of hundreds of criminal cases in a county court in
2015, the authors studied the impact of legal and extraju-
dicial factors on sentencing results. In [26], the author
presented some important problems on the different systems
of sentencing procedures. In [27], the author studied the
problem that using AI as an assisted system and machine
learning algorithm might help suppress the sentencing
difference between judges.

To the best of our knowledge, there is almost no ap-
plication of AI to the protection of environmental rights
from the perspective of international criminal law. In terms
of sentencing, AI is not applied too. *erefore, based on AI,
this paper studies the international criminal law protection
of environmental rights and its corresponding sentencing
issues.

3. CNN-Based Sentencing Term and Fine
Research of Environmental Rights
Cases under International Criminal Law

3.1.Basic Structureof theModel. *is paper mainly considers
the study of environmental rights cases in international
criminal law and the term and fine in the sentencing system.
Machine learning-assisted sentencing refers to predicting
the specific value of term and fine in a given case through
modeling under the condition of the fact text. Since it is
difficult to find the factual case text of international criminal
law protecting environmental rights, therefore, we use the
Federal Court Cases Integrated Database (IDB) provided by
the Federal Judicial Center for experiments. *e IDB has
case data of criminal, civil, appellate, and bankruptcy cases.

At first, data preprocessing is performed on the case text
in IDB, and the English text is segmented by identifying
space based on the case text data cleaning. *en, the text
features of the case text data are analyzed, from which high-
frequency words and low-frequency words are obtained. On
this basis, the text data after word segmentation are cleaned
and filtered, and the text word vectors are constructed based
on Word2Vec. Finally, according to the word vector, the
corresponding prediction model of sentencing and fine of
environmental rights cases is constructed, the evaluation
system of the model is constructed to evaluate the model
according to the distribution characteristics of sentencing
and fine, and some conclusions are obtained from the
evaluation results of the model.

Generally, when using CNN for text analysis, the input
layer inputs the text directly and then the embedding layer
constructs the word vector. In this study, the basic CNN
model has been modified slightly, and the embedding vector

pre-trained by Word2Vec is input directly into the network.
However, the application of Word2Vec in a CNN model is
different from the averaging of all word segmentation in the
machine learning model. It directly converts the text after
word segmentation into a numerical matrix, i.e., each case
text is expressed into a numerical matrix for later model
building.

CNN is one of the most widely popular deep learning
algorithms, and it can achieve a good learning effect on
many tasks. CNN can use its unique structure to analyze the
text and discover the hidden information in the text. Es-
pecially on the premise of large-scale data, CNN is more
suitable for text analysis than traditional machine learning
methods [28]. *is paper attempts to build a sentencing
prediction model and a fine prediction model through CNN.

Figure 1 shows the basic structure of CNN used in this
paper in analyzing and processing the text of environmental
rights cases. It is a two-dimensional word vector matrix of
k × n obtained by the Word2Vec method at the input layer,
where k represents the length of a case text composed of
words k1, k2, k3, . . . , ki, and n represents the word vector
dimension of each word. Afterwards, the collection and
extraction of vector feature information are mainly carried
out in the convolutional and pooling layers, and then the
features extracted in the previous steps are output through
the fully connected layer. Finally, the prediction effect of the
model can be obtained through the output layer. In this way,
the corresponding model of CNN for predicting sentencing
and fine is built.

3.2. Framework for theModel. On the basis of the schematic
diagram shown in Figure 1, the functions of each layer in
CNN and the specific method in this paper are introduced
emphatically.

3.2.1. Input Layer. In this paper, the input of CNN is the
word vector matrix processed by Word2Vec, and the output
is the sentencing and fine of each environmental rights case.
Before constructing the word vector, it is necessary to
process the dataset filtered by word segmentation. In the IDB
dataset, 20000 words are reserved after word segmentation.
Considering that each text has a large length gap after word
segmentation, the text length is limited to 400. Text length
with less than 400 is supplemented with 0, and text length
with more than 400 is truncated. After fixing the length of
each text to 400, the environmental rights case text after
segmentation needs to be transformed into a vector rep-
resentation. *e dimension of word vector in Word2Vec is
set as 400. Since each row in the matrix represents a word
participle, the case after each word segmentation becomes a
matrix of 400 ∗ 400, and then the vector matrix is input into
the network for training.

3.2.2. Convolutional Layer. It can be seen from the opera-
tion of the input layer that the environmental right case text
is input in the convolutional layer in the form of a two-
dimensional matrix, and the feature information in the case
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text can be extracted by the convolution operation in the
convolutional layer. In addition, in convolution operation,
the selection of an activation function is also very important.
In this paper, the Rectified Linear Function (ReLU) function
that can accelerate the convergence speed in training the case
text word vector data is selected.

3.2.3. Pooling Layer. After obtaining the text features of
environmental right cases through convolution operation, if
these features are directly used for the regression prediction
of sentencing, the calculation amount will be too large due to
the large amount of feature data, and the training process
will be relatively slow. On the premise of fully retaining
useful features, to simplify the number of parameters of
CNN and reduce the computational complexity, it is nec-
essary to compress and merge the features of case texts with
similar semantics in the pooling layer, which is equivalent to
extracting features again and filtering some useless features
to meet the requirement of reducing the number of pa-
rameters in the model. Common pooling methods are av-
erage pooling, maximum pooling, and random pooling, and
maximum pooling is used to preserve more features.

3.2.4. Fully Connected Layer and Output Layer. *e pooling
structures are aggregated in the fully connected layer. In
Keras, the connections between neurons in the fully con-
nected layer are dense, and this layer is defined as the Dense
layer in order to represent this relationship [29]. We define
the fully connected layer through the Dense function to
obtain the final feature vector of environmental rights case
text, which is input into the final output layer to obtain the
final prediction results of the sentencing term and fine.

4. Experiment and Results Analysis

4.1. Parameters’ Setting. In the construction of CNN, pa-
rameters involved in the model need to be set through

analysis, including the text length of the environment right
case text input to the CNN, the size of the dictionary
constructed by the case text, the dimension of the word
vector, the size of the convolution kernel of the CNN, the
value of the Dropout parameter, and the number of itera-
tions of training CNN.

Earlier in the paper, it has been known that the length of
text of environmental rights cases should be set to 400 in
terms of sentencing and fine prediction. In the IDB dataset,
20000 words are reserved after word segmentation. For other
parameter settings, generally speaking, the more dimensions
of word vector constructed by the case text, the better the
prediction effect of the corresponding model. However, if
the word vector dimension continues to increase, the
complexity of the network structure will also continue to
increase, which will bring a lot of calculations, greatly extend
the training time of the model, resulting in the reliability of
the prediction effect being decreased. *e smaller the size of
the convolution kernel, the less parameters and computation
are needed to train the CNN. *erefore, the minimum
convolution kernel size should be selected on the premise
that the prediction effect can be guaranteed. Generally, a
smaller convolution kernel size with a slightly larger number
of convolution kernels is recommended with the support of
computer performance. When the sample size is large, it can
be considered to reduce the value of the batch size. However,
if the sample size is blindly reduced, it is likely to be non-
convergence. *erefore, selecting an appropriate batch size
value is helpful to improve the efficiency of model operation.

*e settings of parameters in sentencing term and fine
prediction of CNN in this paper are shown in Table 1.

4.2. Results’ Analysis. In traditional regression prediction,
most of the evaluation metrics consider using mean square
error. Due to the particularity of sentencing and fine pre-
diction, to make the model results more clear, we try to score
the model results, and the score results can also be used for

Word vector
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Output layer
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Figure 1: CNN structure diagram.
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the comparison between models in the later stage. *e mean
absolute error after transformation considers the distance di

between the predicted value and the true value after sample
xi processing. *e larger the di, the larger the distance
between the predicted value and the real value, and the
farther the predicted value is from the real situation, the
worse the prediction effect of the model.*erefore, di is used
to construct the evaluation metric of the machine learning-
assisted sentencing model, i.e., the score of the model. *e
model can be evaluated according to the score of the model.

di � log yi
′ + 1(  − log yi + 1( , (1)

where yi
′ is the predicted value of sample xi, and yi is the true

value of sample xi.
*e model score s is defined as follows:

s � 
n

i�1
si

si � 1, di ≤ 0.2,

si � 0.8, 0.2<di ≤ 0.4,

si � 0.6, 0.4<di ≤ 0.6,

si � 0.4, 0.6<di ≤ 0.8,

si � 0.2, 0.8<di ≤ 1,

si � 0, di > 1.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

4.2.1. Results for Sentencing Term Prediction. In terms of
sentencing term prediction, the CNN is built to predict the
sentencing term in environmental rights cases protected by
international criminal law. At the same time, three tradi-
tional machine learning methods such as random forest (RF)
[30], artificial neural network (ANN) [31], and eXtreme
Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) models [32] also tried to
predict the sentencing term. On the basis of the prediction
results, the above constructed scoring system is used to
evaluate and compare each method. Table 2 shows the scores
of sentencing term prediction in the training set and test set
under the four methods. It can be seen that in the traditional
machine learning model, RF performs worse on the training
set and test set compared with the other two methods, and
the score is lower, while the XGBoost model has the highest
score. However, regardless of whether it is RF, ANN, or
XGBoost, the model scores are actually low. After using the
CNN method, the model scores on the training set and test
set have been significantly improved. It can be considered
that compared with traditional machine learning methods,
CNN is more effective in predicting the sentencing term of
environmental rights cases.

4.2.2. Results for Fine Prediction. *e CNN model is built
with the IDB dataset for the prediction of fine, and RF, ANN,

and XGBoost models also tried, respectively. *e con-
structed scoring system is used for evaluation and com-
parison, and the results are shown in Table 3. It can be seen
that the fine prediction model has basically the same effect as
the sentencing term prediction model in the traditional
machine learning model. *e CNN model also has the
highest score, while the RF model has the lowest score. *e
CNN greatly improves the model scores for both the sen-
tencing term prediction model and the fine prediction
model, but themodel scores on the fine are lower than that of
the sentencing term.

In terms of feature extraction, every dimension of word
vectors is trained as a feature in the traditional machine
learning-assisted sentencing model. However, the CNN
adopted in this paper can automatically extract feature in-
formation of the case text, which can save time and effort.
Moreover, the features automatically extracted have stronger
discriminant ability for later analysis. At the same time,
when CNN is used to model and predict the environmental
rights cases, the feature extraction and results prediction are
performed in the CNN as a whole, which can maximize the
performance of feature extraction and model prediction.

4.2.3. Imbalance of Sentencing in International Criminal
Law. When we understand and determine the scope of
sentencing circumstances, we can consider the weight of
each circumstance in sentencing.*e proportion of different
sentencing circumstances in sentencing has not yet formed a
unified provision in the international criminal court.
However, according to the handling of relevant cases, we can
know that the role of bad physical condition and confession
in sentencing cannot be underestimated, but it is always
difficult to judge the proportion of many factors in the final
sentencing. In this case, in order to clearly inform the ag-
gravation or reduction of criminal law and avoid paying too
much attention to sentencing factors as much as possible, the
proportion of sentencing circumstances must be
determined.

It should be noted that this proportion cannot be
accurately determined to a number, only for its relevant
provisions and requirements. In determining the pro-
portion of sentencing circumstances, the purpose of
punishment should be considered. For international
criminal law, it is necessary to always adhere to the
purpose of retribution and pay necessary attention to the

Table 3: Fine prediction model score.

RF ANN XGBoost CNN
Score of training set 62.7463 65.3524 67.0012 92.4256
Score of test set 56.2615 60.7631 60.0237 90.8890

Table 1: Parameter settings for CNN.

Parameter Setting
Size of text 400
Embedding word vector dimension 400
Size of kernel 3
Number of kernels 512
Batch size 256
Dropout rate 0.1

Table 2: Sentencing term prediction model score.

RF ANN XGBoost CNN
Score of training set 64.5917 66.3994 67.4135 93.3621
Score of test set 58.6248 61.2346 62.3448 91.6542
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special purpose of prevention.*erefore, the two purposes
of sentencing should be determined in combination with
the proportion of circumstances. However, it is impossible
to cover all sentencing circumstances, which can only be
determined at the general level. Hence, in the determi-
nation of sentencing circumstances, the following aspects
should be followed: (i) *e determination of circum-
stances of sentencing should be related to the purpose of
criminal law. (ii) If it is an aggravating circumstance,
because it will directly increase the penalty and cause
serious damage to the rights of the defendant, it should be
restricted according to the explicit provisions, and the
analogy is not allowed to exist. At the same time, ag-
gravating circumstances only include the scope of the
implementation of the crime and the cause of a close
relationship between the criminal act and the offender. In
addition, the requirements for mitigating circumstances
need not be too strict, and the scope should be appro-
priately expanded. As long as there is no direct connection
with the criminal act, it can be regarded as the reason for
mitigating the circumstances of punishment. (iii) No
double evaluation is allowed. Specifically, for the same
reasons of the case, the penalty should not be evaluated
repeatedly, so as to effectively avoid the excessive increase
or reduction of the defendant’s punishment.

When determining the proportion of sentencing circum-
stances, on the one hand, the determination of international
criminal law to punish international criminal acts should be
shown, so it is not allowed to focus on the sentencing cir-
cumstances for preventive purposes. On the other hand, if the
increase or decrease of the proportion of criminal law for no
less than one circumstance exceeds the scope of the established
proportion, specific reasons must be elaborated in detail.

For international criminal law, the criminal law itself is
in the initial stage of development, and thus the problem of
sentencing imbalance has not received necessary attention.
*at is to say, theoretical research related to sentencing
imbalance is not mature, and there is no effective system to
overcome it in practice. *erefore, we must attach great
importance to the study of sentencing imbalance from the
perspective of international criminal law.

4.2.4. International Criminal Law Protection of Environ-
mental Rights. Given the above, we analyze the environ-
mental rights sentencing under the protection of
international criminal law assisted by machine learning.
However, there are more and more provisions in interna-
tional environmental crime in international treaties, and the
theory and practice of using international criminal law to
protect environmental rights are becoming more and more
mature. *en, as a relatively independent international
criminal law norm, we try to analyze what constitutive el-
ements of international environmental crime should
include.

(1) Object of international environmental crime. *e
object violated by principal crime is the ecological
environment (resources) on which human beings
depend, including environmental elements such as

atmosphere, water, ocean, forest, grassland, and flora
and fauna. In the case of pollution in outer space, it
should be considered an international environ-
mental crime if it violates the provisions of relevant
international conventions.

(2) Subject of international environmental crime. *e
subjects of international environmental crime in-
clude natural persons, legal persons, and other or-
ganizations and countries, but there is a great
controversy on whether a country accepts criminal
responsibility for international environmental crime.
We believe that with the continuous improvement of
international criminal law legislation and interna-
tional theory of environmental crime, incorporating
the country into the subject of international envi-
ronmental crime fits the needs of current interna-
tional environmental protection work. Apparently,
the way in which a country assumes criminal re-
sponsibility for international environmental crime is
not clearly defined in the existing documents such as
international criminal law. *erefore, theoretical
perfection and system innovation are urgently re-
quired in future research. At present, it has gradually
been accepted by the international community to
include the country as the subject of international
environmental crime.

(3) Objective aspects of international environmental
crime. Principal crime is objectively manifested as a
violation of the prohibitive provisions of interna-
tional criminal law, a serious damage to human
ecological environment, and a harmful act subject to
international criminal responsibility. According to
the different behavior modes, harmful behaviors can
be divided into actions and omissions. According to
the different behavioral means, harmful behaviors
can be divided into those that destroy natural re-
sources and those that pollute the environment. If
there are specific classifications of harmful behaviors,
they can be roughly divided into the following
categories: (i) Air pollution; (ii) Marine pollution;
(iii) Outer space pollution, such as the test and use of
nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruction;
and (iv) Transfer of pollution.

(4) Subjective aspects of international environmental
crime. *e subjective aspect of international envi-
ronmental crime can be intentional or negligent.
Although some scholars disapprove of negligence as
the subjective element of the crime, we believe it is
against the efforts of the international community to
strengthen environmental protection. Generally, the
destruction of natural resources is mostly intentional
while the pollution of the environment is mostly
negligent.

5. Conclusions

International criminal law plays an irreplaceable role in the
protection of environmental rights. Using international
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criminal law to protect environmental rights is consistent
with the current general promotion of human rights. In this
paper, CNN is used to study the sentencing of environ-
mental rights from the perspective of international criminal
law, including the prediction of the sentencing term and fine.
*e corresponding sentencing term or fine is obtained
through the description of environmental rights case text. To
make the prediction effect of the sentencing term or fine
more clearly displayed, the distance between the predicted
sentencing term or fine and the true value is considered to
construct the score; thus, the evaluation and analysis of the
predicting effect of the model can be realized, and the
reference basis can be provided for the selection of different
assisted sentencing models. *e experimental results show
that the CNN-based model achieves good prediction effect
on the test set. In the computer-assisted sentencing of en-
vironmental crime, besides the influence of criminal cir-
cumstances on the results of sentencing, there are other
impact factors such as charges, judges, regions, etc. We
should fully consider all possible factors that may affect the
results of sentencing, and adopt more complex machine
learning models or integrate more knowledge models to
build more effective models, so that computer-assisted
sentencing can be more effectively used in the actual case
trial.
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